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The following information summarizes the conditions of six World War I Base End Stations 
(BESs) associated with the fire control of Batteries Osgood, Farley, Merriam, Leary, Saxton, and 
Barlow, Fort MacArthur, San Pedro, California. These six fire control stations were tied to the 
fire control and ranging system of four 14" disappearing carriage guns (Batteries Leary, 
Merriam, Osgood, and Farley) and eight 12" mortars (Batteries Barlow and Saxton), located in 
the Upper Reservation area of Fort MacArthur. Figure 1 provides the location of this project on 
the USGS quadrangle. Figure 2 is an historic map of the locations of these batteries within Fort 
MacArthur and Figure 3 provides the position of the White's Point Reservation (location of the 
BESs) in relation to Fort MacArthur. This report and the supporting documentation were 
completed as part of the creation of an Historic American Engineering Record for these 
structures which was stipulated in a Memorandum of Agreement among the Department of the 
Air Force, the California State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation, prior to the commencement of the demolition of existing housing and the 
construction of new housing for military personnel assigned to the Space and Missile Systems 
Center (SMC) and Los Angeles Air Force Base (LAAFB), California. 

Batteries Osgood-Farley and Barlow-Saxton were nominated to the National Register by the Fort 
MacArthur Museum Association and both are on the Register. The nomination of these batteries 
did not include the fire control elements or other supporting elements and related features in the 
Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur or the series of Base End Stations that were necessary for 
the accurate firing of these weapons. The current scope of work was to document these 
structures and to tie them with their associated batteries. 

The project involved the evaluation and documentation of a series of six Base End Stations 
identified as Barlow (B"l), Saxton (B"2), Leary (B"3), Merriam (B"4), Osgood (B"5), and 
Farley (B"6) (Figure 4). This complex of six fire control stations date to circa 1920 and are 
located in the White's Point Reservation. The central station, Merriam (B"4), is located 
immediately north of the Battery Commander (BC) Station for Battery Bunker; a 16-inch gun 
emplaced during World War II. Merriam is completely buried with only a small area of the 
hatch showing. There are no plans to move or alter either BES Merriam or the Battery Bunker 
BC Stations as part of the current construction effort and these structures were left in their 
current condition. Base End Stations Barlow, Saxton, Leary, and Osgood will be demolished as 
a result of the planned construction effort. As currently planned, BES Farley will be moved 
approximately 50 feet to the east of its current location and will be used by the Fort MacArthur 
Historical Society as a point of interest and interpretive location. 

The original construction of these base end stations and the gun batteries that they supported are 
related to the theme of coastal defense, which is a unifying theme along the California coast from 
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Spanish Colonial times through the Cold War years. Specifically, this project focuses on the 
development of harbor defense for the Los Angeles Harbor beginning in the late 1800s with the 
preliminary steps of acquiring land. The property under consideration was placed under the 
ownership of the War Department by an Executive Order dated September 4, 1888 (Berhow 
1992). This "Old Government Reservation" was located next to San Pedro Bay and had been a 
Spanish public landing prior to being taken over in 1848 as government land, when California 
became part of the United States. Additional military holdings were added to the original 
reservation in 1897 and 1910. The early plans for these lands were to build fortifications to 
guard the newly completed deep-water harbor facilities of the Los Angeles Harbor (Berhow 
1992). The military reservation was separated into two areas, the Upper and Lower 
Reservations. Battery construction began in 1914, and by 1917 there were four 14" rifled guns 
and eight 12" rifled mortars emplaced in the Upper Reservation. The 14" guns were mounted on 
disappearing carriages which rose above their protective parapets during firing, then returned to 
their protective positions after firing. The protection of these guns was provided by a thick 
buffer of reinforced concrete and earth. The 14" guns could deliver a 1560-pound shell a 
distance of 14 miles. 

The directional information necessary for setting the trajectory of fire, or the "gun arc" for these 
batteries, was provided by members of an Observing Detail stationed in four groupings of six 
base end stations located between Point Fermin and Point Vincent. The Station detail included 
an observer and a reader who were stationed in these 24 base end stations. The stations 
overlooked the portion of California coast immediately west of the Los Angeles harbor. The 
observers in the distant stations, and the plotters and gunners at the battery were coordinated by a 
timed interval signal sent every 10 seconds by phone. At the signal the observers reported their 
target azimuths by phone, the plotters recorded the present position data of the target location, 
and the gunners entered newly computed firing data on their guns. Information from two stations 
(B 1 and B2) was necessary for the accurate plotting of a target. The bisecting lines created by 
observational data allowed the plotters to relay accurate information to the gunners to establish 
the azimuth and distance to a target. Figure 5 provides an idealized representation of the 
relationships among the various participants in the frre control system. 

The base end stations contained optical instruments for making target observations. There was 
an azimuth telescope for taking horizontal angle readings and depression range finders for 
determining the vertical azimuth of a target mounted in each station. The telescopes were 
mounted on concrete columns and the range finders were mounted on octagonal cement 
platforms. The Report of Completed Works provide that the instrument that was intended for 
these stations was the "Lewis D.P.F. Model 1907." A copy of the "Training Regulations, No. 
435-221, War Department, Washington, September 30, 1924, Coast Artillery Corps, Fire Control 
and Position Finding" is provided as a project field record. 

The primary base end stations for these gun batteries were located in the Upper Reservation 
(BCl-B'l (Barlow), BC2-B'2 (Saxton), B'3 (Leary), B'4 (Merriam, located in Angels Gate 
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Park), B'5 (Osgood, located at Point Fermin), and B'6 (Farley, located at Point Fermin) (see 
Figure 2). The White's Point Reserve (current project area) contained the secondary stations 
(B"l-B"6) (see Figure 3). B"l corresponds with Battery Barlow, B"2 with Battery Saxton, B"3 
with Battery Leary, B"4 with Merriam, B"5 with Osgood, and B"6 with Farley. In addition to 
the White's Point complex of base end stations, there were six stations located at Sea Bench 
Reservation (B"' 1-B"'6), to the west or White's Point, and six stations at Long Point Reservation 
(B'"'l-B""6), located further to the west, near Point Vicente (Figure 6). 

The other guns which were sited in the Upper Reservation were eight 12" mortars which were 
designed to launch a 700-pound shell as far as 11 miles. The trajectory for these shells was high, 
as they were intended to land on the decks of approaching enemy ships. These guns were known 
as Batteries Barlow and Saxton and two of the six base end stations were devoted to these 
batteries. Within the White's Point Reservation project area, B"l and B"2 were devoted to 
Batteries Barlow and Saxton, respectively. 

Plans for the construction of the White's Point base end stations were submitted to the Chief of 
Engineers for the United States Army by the District Engineer Officer, Los Angeles in 1917. A 
copy of this information is provided as a field record under separate cover. The plans and 
estimates for a number of fire control installations at Fort MacArthur were reviewed and 
commented on as part of the endorsement process. As identified in the initial correspondence, 
the stations are described as "Type base end station, covered, for high sites, File No. 15-1-43A" 
(Leeds 1917). This letter identifies that these stations were to be "located on the hillside and can 
be provided with permanent cover as shown and still be made inconspicuous and have the 
required angle of view. Entrance to them is provided by a manhole covered by a hatch made up 
as described above" (Leeds 1917). The hatchway that is described in a preceding paragraph of 
this letter indicates a hatchway with a fixed ladder. The hatchway is detailed as being "made of 
wood with painted canvas cover to insure a weather-tight structure" (Leeds 1917). The hatch 
covers for the base stations at White's Point appear to have been made of metal. 

The construction tasks and cost estimates that were provided with this letter indicate the 
excavation of 13 cubic yards of soil, backfilling and grading, concrete, reinforcing steel, steel 
doors and windows, and a drain for a total cost of $307.00 (Leeds 1917). The Report of 
Completed Works - Seacoast Fortifications which was completed by the Coast Defenses of Los 
Angeles, California, on June 30, 1920, for the base end stations indicates a final cost of $357 .60 
(Form 2, Report of Completed Works). These forms were completed for each of the six stations 
and include plans for construction and design. The copies of these plans are difficult to read; 
however, they provide generally consistent findings with the field investigation. Details of these 
findings and existing condition information is provided below. 

An overview context photograph was taken of these stations from a distance of 280' due south of 
B"4. This photograph provides an overall view of the relationship and setting of these stations 
(Photograph CA-185-1). This view is intended to demonstrate the appearance of these stations 
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when they were in their original use. As is apparent from this photograph, the intention was for 
these stations to blend with the surroundings and as such they are difficult to pick out from the 
background. As a consequence, the visibility of the stations is poor. 

Base End Station (B"l) Barlow 

This is the westernmost station of the six in the White's Point Reservation complex and is in the 
poorest condition. This station is the anchor location for the series of stations and is referenced 
in the Completed Works Form as 61°N 38'W of Battery Osgood, at a distance of 4,950 feet. 
This orientation and distance of this station is in reference to Battery Osgood, located in the 
Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur. Each of the remaining five stations is mapped in relation 
to BES Barlow and was positioned at 75-foot intervals along the established axis of 72° 44' from 
BES Barlow. B"l was attached to one of the 12" mortar batteries located on the Upper 
Reservation of Fort MacArthur and was named for John W. Barlow. It is also interesting to note 
that the linear relationship of these stations with each other appears to be a function of the 
landform rather than a necessary element of the way in which these stations worked. This 
becomes clear when the relative positions of the 18 other base end stations is considered. As 
shown on Figure 6, the other stations are not placed in a linear arrangement but do have a 
specific connection with the batteries at Fort MacArthur. 

The condition of B"l at the time of the present fieldwork is categorized as poor (Photograph 
A-1). A World War II access road was cut downslope from this station. The steepness of the 
cut, subsequent erosion, and finally efforts in the 1950s to minimize the "attractive nuisance" 
quality of all six of the base end stations have contributed to the poor state of preservation of 
B"l. The development of the road and erosion resulted in more extreme exposure of the walls of 
this station when compared with the remaining five stations. This is also the only station which 
does not have a roof. The removal of the roof is proposed to have been accomplished when the 
stations were partially buried and filled or partially filled with earth. It appears that the original 
plan may have been to remove the roof to make infilling easier to accomplish as the route for 
filling is restricted to the hatchway opening if the roof is in place. Based on the construction of 
these structures, the removal of the roof was a substantial undertaking and not the most efficient 
method of filling the stations with soil. After the experience with removing the roof and filling 
B"l, it appears that the remaining stations were not dealt with in the same manner. 

The dimensions of each of the stations vary to some extent; however, the general attributes are as 
follows: exterior width (east/west axis), exterior depth (north/south axis), and height of southern 
wall at rooftop without sandstone additions is 8' for each dimension. The interior measurements 
are 6'6" for width and depth and height at ceiling center. The rear area ceiling height at the 
hatchway is 7'9". The hatchway interior measurements are 2'6" by 3'. The exterior hatchway 
dimensions are 3' 1 O" by 4' 4". The interior height of the lower sill of the viewing slit from the 
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floor is 4'5". The viewing slit is a 12" opening across the entire southern wall and an opening of 
12" for a distance of 3' 11" along the west and east walls. 

B"l is a concrete box that was poured in place using wooden board forms, where sufficiently 
deep excavation into the geological formation of the slope could not be accomplished. The 
southern elevation of B"l is 5'4" from the footing to the sill (Figure 7; Photograph A-2). To 
construct this wall, a trench was excavated into the slope to a depth of 2' 9" and boards were used 
to form the remaining wall surface. The outside face of this wall was poured directly into the 
trench and the added exterior board form, while the interior face of the southern wall was formed 
entirely with lumber. The interiors of all of the stations were formed with lumber. The boards 
were smaller than those that were used on the exterior, they were arranged vertically, and the 
grain is not generally visible in the cement finish. It is possible that the interior walls were 
smoothed. The exterior trench/board form style of construction is seen in each of the stations 
with variation corning from the depth of the excavated trench and the amount of lumber used in 
forming the exterior wall facing. For B"l, the exterior treatment of the south, east, and west 
walls includes the use of formed lumber to a greater extent than was found for B"2, B"3, and 
B"5. This appears to have been done because the landform did not allow for a deeper trench 
excavation while still maintaining the necessary spatial relationship with the remaining stations 
on the slope. The horizontally placed boards that were used to form the facade were 12" wide 
and rough cut, as the open grain is visible in the poured concrete. The eastern edge of the south 
wall was cut to a depth of 2'8" with a 2' lumber formed section above. There is a broken cast 
iron drain pipe emerging from the lowest section of the south wall at a distance of 12" from the 
western edge. 

The concrete that was used for B"l and in the remaining structures is an aggregate of cement and 
rounded to subrounded pebbles, from off-site. The size of the aggregate is somewhat larger than 
what is generally seen today. One inch to inch and a half clast size was apparent in wall profile 
views. The quality of the construction material appears to be good, as there is little evidence of 
weathering and the walls appear sound with no evidence of cracking. The building cost estimate 
plans for these stations called for 9 cubic yards of concrete and 700 pounds of reinforcing steel 
(Leeds 1917). Evidence of reinforcing steel was not readily apparent in the interior or exterior 
profiles of B" 1 or the remaining stations; however, some evidence of reinforcement was seen in 
the damaged wall portions of B"l. 

The pouring of the floor and walls of B"l appears to have occurred as a single event, as there are 
small areas of extruded concrete between forming boards on the exterior wall faces and there are 
no visible cold joints. There is no roof on B"l and the interior was two-thirds filled with soil at 
the commencement of fieldwork. 

The exterior west wall of B"l was exposed through erosion, revealing the use of three 12" boards 
and a 9" section of a fourth board for the exterior form of the upper section. The lower portion 
was formed on the exterior by the excavated trench. 
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The east wall of the station was less exposed during the initial field visit (Figure 8; Photograph 
A-3). This side of the station was partially covered in soil and there is a short, damaged segment 
of a stacked sandstone wing wall on this side. The stacked wall angles into the station, meeting 
the east wall, just behind the edge of the viewing slit. The preserved segment of wall is five 
courses in height with variable stone size. In general the stones appear to weigh 30-40 pounds 
and are sandstone. The stones are subangular and rounded and were stacked with no apparent 
support except for soil as loose fill behind them and between them. These walls are shown in the 
plan drawing of the stations that was attached to the Report of Completed Works - Seacoast 
Fortifications; however, there is no description or explanation as to the purpose or attributes of 
these walls. Speculation is that the walls may have served several purposes including additional 
camouflage, by breaking up the line of the station as viewed from the front and the sides, and 
they may have aided in maintaining a clear line of sight from the side viewing slots by holding 
back soil. 

After uncovering these wing walls at each of the stations, the construction techniques, 
dimensions, and relationship of these additions to each of the stations is generally consistent 
from one to the next. The following similarities were noted: The western sidewall was generally 
higher and longer than the eastern sidewall. The walls were generally a minimum of five courses 
in height with as many as eight courses. There was no reinforcement or stabilization used with 
the exception of small amounts of cement found between some of the rocks. These wing or side 
walls meet the station walls at an angle of about 45 degrees and abut the sidewalls of the station 
just behind the terminus of the viewing slit. The walls taper in height as they angle towards the 
natural slope and there is a slight backward lean to their construction. Fill dirt was placed behind 
and below these walls. 

The interior of B"l was cleared during the initial fieldwork phase because the absence of a top 
made clearing the infilled soil an expedient task. The tops of the walls were also exposed on this 
station because of the removal of the roof. One fragment of rebar is evident at the approximate 
center of the north wall. This metal bar is imbedded in the wall and is bent over towards the 
outside of the structure. The bar is half-inch-square stock with a simple twist. The function of 
this bar is unclear, although it may have been used to anchor the roof. The exposed walls at the 
roof line also revealed an uneven cold joint between the former location of the roof and the walls 
near the rebar fragment and also at the two rear comers. 

The interior of the east wall revealed paint an "Army" green or gray color from the floor up the 
wall a distance of 3 '4%". The remaining surface of the wall is painted white. As mentioned 
previously, the interior wall surface is generally smooth with some demarcations of the 51A" 
boards that were used to frame the interior space. The section of view slit in this wall has a 
beveled interior edge. There was also a "hook" set into this wall while the concrete was wet. 
This hook is 4'7" from the floor at a distance of 3'8%" from the north wall. Information from the 
National Archives, Pacific Region, Laguna Niguel Office indicates that these "hooks" may have 
been for the lighting that was provided by oil lanterns. 
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The interior of the south wall includes a number of scars or shadows from mounted or attached 
items. There is a conduit scar running horizontally to the floor, 2'21h'' up the wall. This conduit 
connected the "operators/observers" phone to the main exterior connection (Completed Works 
form). A similar connection is visible in the opposite comer of the station. The phone boxes 
were affixed to the walls using lead anchors inserted in the holes that were drilled into the 
cement walls. The phone box was attached to the wall with treaded rods inserted into the lead 
anchors, two at the bottom and two at the top. The conduit was attached to the wall with 
brackets that were screwed into lead anchors at intervals of about 14 inches. At the comers the 
bracket spacing was closer, with a bracket placed within 4" of the comer. Immediately below the 
viewing slit in each of the comers of the front wall is a single eye bolt. These bolts were set into 
wet cement. There is a length of approximately 8" of brass transom chain that is attached to the 
eye bolt in the southeast comer. It appears that these bolts and chain were used to secure the 
metal shutters on the stations, as there is a corresponding hasp welded on the inside of the metal 
shutters, which is present in the other stations. 

The left interior wall has similar paint, phone hook, and conduit scarring as the south wall. On 
the east wall, 4'91h'' above the floor there is a 3/8" round metal rod support bracket. The bracket 
supports the center of an angle iron frame. There is a conduit aperture in the north comer of this 
wall, 3' 6¥2" from the floor. There is a small remnant of lead conduit hanging from the aperture. 
At the conduit's entrance to the wall there is a fibrous insulation. 

The paint on the interior of the rear wall is the same as the previously discussed walls. There is 
evidence of an "Outlet Box" having been mounted on this wall. An outlet box was recovered 
from the soil in the comer of this station and the outline of this or a similar box is scarred into the 
paint on this wall. There is also a matching top center mounting screw 4'6" above the floor. It 
appears that as many as four boxes of this type were attached to this wall. There is a series of six 
metal rungs mounted into the concrete of the north wall. There is a 4" space between the west 
wall and the rungs. The frrst rung is mounted 12" from the floor and the remaining rungs are 12" 
apart. The rungs are made of 3/4" round metal stock and there is a 3" space from the rung 
surface to the wall. It appears that the ladder path was painted black. 

The floor of the station is poured concrete and both the floor and pedestal are painted red. The 
floor is dominated by an octagonal, poured concrete pedestal (Photograph 1 ). The pedestal is 
3'6" across and rises 15" from the floor. The edge of the pedestal is beveled 3/4" back. The 
edge of the pedestal is 8¥2" to the north of the south wall and 17'1h'' from the west and east walls. 
There are three 1" in diameter threaded bolts imbedded in to the platform. The bolts are 2'3" on 
center in relation to each other in a tripod arrangement. The single bolt is to the rear and the two 
remaining bolts are spaced at the southern side of the pedestal. There is a stain on the surface of 
the pedestal that appears to correspond to a mounted piece of equipment. The final feature of the 
floor is a drain that is located 111h'' from the west wall. The drain is cut into the joint between 
the floor and the south wall and appears to have been added after the concrete was dry. This 
drain corresponds to the pipe outlet on the front-left exterior side of this station. 
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The Report of Completed Works indicates a number of other features regarding these stations. 
The height above concealment was 3 feet with the height above protection given as 5 feet. These 
structures were listed as conspicuous from 750 yards and were concealed with earth and cobble 
stone cover. There was no source of electric current, no kilowatts required, and no heating. 
Lighting was provided by oil lanterns and there was no water, sewer, or latrine service. Data 
from these stations was transmitted via telephone line to the appropriate receivers. 

Base End Station (B"2) Saxton 

This station is located at a bearing of 72°44' from B"l at a distance of 75'. At the time of the 
fieldwork, this station was in generally good condition . This station, along with B"l, was 
attached to one of the 12" mortars that were located on the Upper Reservation of Fort 
MacArthur. The reader is referred to the discussion above for information on the size and 
construction of this station as there are many similarities which will not be repeated for the other 
stations. The differences will be highlighted here. 

At the time of the initial fieldwork, this station was covered with soil on the top, interior, front, 
and sides. Some of the surrounding soil is believed to be part of the original camouflage 
treatment; however, some slumping and more recently placed soil was apparent. The removal of 
what was perceived to be slump and recently added soil was accomplished with shovels. These 
efforts were made to return the station to a "World War I" context condition for documentation 
(Photograph B-1). The sandstone cap stones along the forward roof line were in excellent 
condition, as were the cap stones on the right and left roof edges. These cap stones were placed 
in cement and are believed to have been part of the camouflage efforts, serving to break up the 
roof profile and blend the structure into the light-colored hillside. These rocks may also have 
aided in keeping the soil that was placed on the roof from falling forward, across the view slit. 

Station B"2 was recessed into the slope and sandstone "wing" walls were well established and in 
good condition on the left and right sides. The top hatch cover is missing, although a portion of 
the hinge/strap fitting is present. This is the only BES that retains this mechanism. The exterior 
roof area of this station is unremarkable except for the presence of the hatch opening, which is 
detailed in the measured drawing referenced as Figure 9. There was an accumulation of soil and 
dried grass on the roof of BES 2 which may reflect conditions that are consistent with a World 
War I appearance. 

The front of this structure (Figure 10; Photograph B-2) shows that the exterior of this wall was 
· formed primarily by pouring concrete directly into the excavated trench to a depth of 4'9". A 

section of this wall approximately 9" in height, located immediately below the view slit, was 
formed with boards and was shaped and smoothed accordingly. There is a small band of 
unformed concrete hemming the structure between the trench pour and the formed view slit area. 
The view slit space is 12" in size and the approximately 7-9" roof thickness caps the structure. 
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The metal slit on the south wall is intact, although rusted. The hinges are functioning and the 
door can be raised and lowered to some extent. The view slit is recessed about 5" which creates 
a small ledge at the top of the support wall and a slight overhang of the roof above the slit. The 
lower sill has a small cement lip against which the door rested when closed. The roof above the 
slit has been channeled on the underside. The purpose of the channeling appears to be for water 
or moisture control; however, this was not tested. The channeling was created in the concrete 
when it was wet. There is also a short piece of round metal protruding from the middle of the 
roof fascia. The metal rod is bent slightly upward. The catch placement appears to correspond 
with a hasp and metal catch attached to the face of the door for opening. The catch and hasp are 
not present on the front or left-side doors, but are present on the right-side door (see Figure 4). 

The south wall also has a drain opening in the lower left corner. There was a length (9') of 
rusted cast iron pipe attached to this drain on the outside. The diameter of the pipe is one inch 

. and the path of the pipe was to the south, towards the edge of the slope. 

The right exterior wall of B"2 is in excellent condition (see Photograph B-2). The profile reveals 
a trench formed wall, 4'9" in height with a small band of unfinished concrete between the trench 
area and the formed view slit apron. The metal view slit door has a hasp and metal catch 
remaining. The catch is a piece of metal rod with loops on either end. One loop is attached to 
the "U" -shaped hasp on the metal door and the other can be caught on the metal rod that was 
hooked on the roof fascia above it. 

The east wall of B"2 is also in good repair and is essentially the same as the west wall (Figure 
11). The differences are the absence of the door catch and hasp. Photograph B-3 provides a 
view of the left and front sides of this station after the concealing soil was removed. A short 
section of the drain pipe is visible in the lower left corner. 

The interior of BES 2 was cleared of soil over a two day period, using shovels. Access to the 
interior was gained through the open hatch which allowed one individual to stand on the infilled 
soil and begin the excavation process. The upper two feet of fill was removed from this station 
through the view slits. The removal of this soil allowed two individuals access to the interior of 
the structure. Soil was removed through the view slits and the open hatchway. The soil was 
moderately compact and contained a variety of items. The catalog of recovered items is provided 
at the end of this document. All of the collected items were returned to RECON for cleaning and 
identification. 

In general terms the recovered items from this BES are discarded trash dating to World War II 
and later. The most substantial of the recovered items are planks of wood which are from 
wooden crates with the following stenciled lettering: "20-L-2 LOCKER CLOTHING METAL 
ATTACHMENT FULL LOUVERED DOOR 3 EA 18X24X72 WT. 265 ... " and on the second 
plank "TRANSPORTATION OFFICER FT. MACARTHUR SAN PEDRO CALIF M/F QM 
PROPERTY OFFICER REQN 04225 . . . A wooden box fragment painted with bright yellow 
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paint carries the words "FUZE-V.T. M-93." All of these items, as well as the remainder of the 
miscellaneous debris recovered from the interior of this station appears to date to World War II 
or later. It appears that debris from around the stations was thrown in with some of the items 
representing the continued military presence. The presence of Battery Bunker in the middle of 
the line of base end stations probably accounts for the greatest amount of the military trash. 

In addition to the materials that were retrieved from the excavated soil, the removal of soil 
revealed that B"2 contained the original bench on which the observer sat when using the 
observing instrument (Photographs 2-4). This is a wooden bench painted a light gray in color. 
The bench is curved and was mounted on the metal rings which bound the instrument pedestal at 
the top of the pedestal and on the floor. The lower, or floor ring, provided the track for a pair of 
metal wheels, one on each leg of the bench. These wheels tracked on the ring allowing the bench 
to rotate. Midway up the legs of the bench are a pair of metal brackets with a pair of round 
guides which fit on either side of the upper metal ring. These guides maintain the position of the 
bench on the metal rings and keep the bench upright. This bench is 36W' in total height and is 
some 49W' in overall length. The bench is 11 W' wide. There is a display to this equipment in 
use at the Fort MacArthur Museum. 

The remainder of the interior of station B"2 appears to be consistent with the original setup, as 
portrayed in the Report of Completed Works drawing. All of the hardware was removed from 
this station with the exception of several of the fastener or closures for the view slit covers. The 
fastener in the right-front corner of this station is complete and revealed a length of transom 
chain similar to the piece found in station B"l. The entire mechanism is present in B"2, and 
reveals that the chain is attached to the cement wall at one end while the second end is connected 
to the middle of a length of metal rod. This metal rod is bent at both ends so that the ends fit into 
the circular catches which are welded to the interior of the metal slit covers. In this way the 
covers can not be opened from the outside. 

The scars on the walls of this station reveal the outline of the two boxes on the front wall, 
immediately below the view slit, which correspond with the identified "Observers Line" and 
"Readers Line" on the station plans. The rear wall indicates the presence of the "T. I. Bell" or 
the Timed Interval Bell that was used to signal when readings were to be taken. Representations 
of these features are presented below in a series of medium format photographs that were taken 
of the interior of BES B"6. 

Base End Station (B"3) Leary 

This base end station is located 150 feet on a heading of 72°44' from B"l. This station was tied 
to Battery Leary, one of the 14" guns located on the Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur. 
During the initial fieldwork at this site, the condition of the structure was noted as fair to good. 
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As with B"2 the similarities between this station and the previously discussed stations will not be 
repeated, including shared dimensions. 

This station was generally obscured by soil on the front, right, and left sides up to the lower 
ledge of the view slit and was completely buried on the rear side, at the initiation of fieldwork. 
The roof is intact and the station is filled with soil. The hatch cover is absent with damaged hinge 
pieces embedded in the concrete. The roof has an accumulation of light tan sandy soil with some 
weed growth. The sandstone cap stones from the edge of the roof line are missing in a number of 
places. Soil was removed from the sides and front to expose the view slits and the wing walls. A 
photograph was taken which is intended to duplicate the World War I appearance of the structure 
(Photograph C-1). 

This structure was formed in a manner quite similar with B"2 (Photographs C-2 and C-3). A 
trench was used to form the exterior form of the walls to a height of approximately 4'6". The 
finished area for the view slit sill is similar to B"2 and there is a thin band of extruded, 
unfinished concrete separating these two areas. The metal view slit door is present. This door is 
rusted and has sustained some damage. The door can be opened with some effort as the hinges 
are rusted. 

The most remarkable feature of B"3 is an alteration to the front wall (Figure 12; see Photograph 
C-2). The left side of B"3 is essentially unaltered and the view slit cover door is in excellent 
shape (Figure 13; see Photograph C-3). The alteration to the front of this station is an opening cut 
in the concrete wall. The opening extends 33" from the sill of the view slit down the front wall. 
The opening is 36" in width. The area that was cut away was repaired to create a smooth edge. 
Wooden framing was fitted into the cut concrete opening. The framing has the appearance of a 
window or door frame as there is the type of lipping that is consistent with a door or window 
which opened out. There were also two lightweight hinges on the left upright and a small 
amount of screening material was found in the soil around this station. A second alteration is a 
series of wooden shutters that were placed inside of the metal view slit doors. A set of shutters 
covered each of the view slits on the left and right sides with two sets in the front view slit. The 
shutter sets on the south side were separated by the created opening, so that they were not 
continuous across this facade. 

At the commencement of fieldwork at this station, the shutters were in poor repair and generally 
out of position or severely damaged. This was also true of the wooden jamb in the front wall 
opening. A better understanding of the shutters and altered opening was gained after viewing 
B"5 which has also been altered in a similar manner. These alterations appear to date to World 
War II; however, the reasons behind them are not clear at present. There is some indication that 
these changes _may have been related to the relative position of the Battery Commander Station 
for Battery Bunker, the World War II structure that is present between B"3 and B"5 and directly 
in front of B"4. The alterations of both B"3 and B"5 are similar and may be related to the use of 
these stations for placement of radar or other siting equipment by World War II forces. Aside 
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from the modified south wall and cement addition to the pedestal, both B"3 and B"5 exhibit 
modifications in the arrangement and types of mounted wall items and the addition of electric 
power. 

B"3 has been fitted with a switch box and conduit leading to a fixture on the ceiling which 
appears to have supported an electric light. The switch box was mounted on the left wall and 
power was routed through a drilled hole in the rear wall, adjacent to the ladder on the left side. 
There are also a number of shadows on the walls of B"3 which indicate that there were a number 
of boxes mounted in this station which are not consistent with the World War I arrangement 
(Photographs 5-8). The interior appearance of B"6 provides an arrangement that appears 
accurate to the World War I era. Figures 14-17 provide views of the outlines that were visible on 
the interior walls of B"6. As shown there were relatively few items mounted on the wall of this 
station. The front wall supported two boxes of similar size with wire running across the wall 
below these boxes. The right wall was effectively absent of mounts and the left wall was limited 
to the continuation of the wire path from the front wall to a rectangular shaped holder made from 
metal strap and a small "Y" -shaped hook mounted in the wall. The "Y" -shaped hook may be one 
of the hooks that were used to hang the oil lanterns on as mentioned in one of the endorsements 
for these stations. The rear wall supported the ladder as well as the continuation of the wire from 
the forward and left-side walls, and a length of wood. The shadows of three unidentified boxes 
or equipment items are also present on the rear wall of B"6. 

Base End Stations (B"4) Merriam 

BES Merriam was linked with one of the 14" guns at Fort MacArthur. This station was named 
for Henry C. Merriam and is located 225" on a heading of 72°44' from B"l. This BES is located 
immediately to the north of the large World War II era Battery Commander Station that is linked 
with Battery Bunker located to the west of the current project. This building was not the subject 
of the current undertaking, except as it relates to B"l-B"6 at White's Point. As part of the effort 
to eliminate the dangers associated with unused, but accessible open buildings near the Air Force 
Housing project, soil was used to infill the base end stations, as noted above. With B"4 
positioned behind the Battery Commander Station, the filling was complete. The rear portion of 
the larger building held soil in place and B"4 was completely covered with fill. 

There are no plans to remove the soil covering this station, as both of these buildings are 
expected to remain in place. At a future date, the Battery Commander building may be cleaned 
and returned to an historically accurate state. There are no plans to include B"4 in this process; 
however, if B"4 was modified in a similar fashion as B"3 and B"5, the inclusion of B"4 in a 
restoration program may be appropriate. Based on the apparent pattern of modification for B"3 
and B"5 it would not be surprising to find that B"4 was also used during World War II activities 
and modified accordingly. 
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B"5 or BES Osgood was linked with one of the 14" guns (Battery Osgood) at Fort MacArthur. 
This BES was named in honor of Henry B. Osgood and, like the remaining five stations, was 
constructed between 1918-1919. The Report of Completed Works for these stations shows their 
condition and specifications as of June 20, 1920 when they were transferred. This station is 
located 300 feet from B"l on a heading of 72°44'. B"5 is remarkable when compared with the 
remaining stations with regard to a slight alteration of the basic design footprint. The Report of 
Completed Works shows that the original design of B"5 included a "kick-out" area of some six 
inches on the rear wall. This enlarged area corresponds with the left edge of the hatchway and 
includes one-half of the left rear wall. The reason for this design difference is discussed below. 

A photograph of B"5 which duplicates the World War I appearance is provided as Photograph 
E-1. Photographs E-2 and E-3 provide views of this station, after the concealing soil was 
removed. As with the previously discussed stations, the elements of this station that are 
consistent with regard to the general dimensions and construction techniques will not be 
repeated. The features that are unique to this station or that represent alterations are presented 
below. 

This station shares much in common with B"3. As with the previously discussed station, B"5 
was altered in a number of ways. An enlargement of the front wall was made on this station. 
The modification appears to be nearly identical to the modification of B"3 (see Figure 12 and 
Figure 18). The representation of B"5 that is shown in Figure 18 provides a view with the metal 
slit cover in the closed position; however, in other respects these stations are quite similar. A 
wooden jamb was fitted into the enlarged opening in B"5 and wooden slat shutters were present 
in the slit openings on the right and left walls and on either side of the enlarged opening on the 
front wall (Photograph 9). As mentioned previously, the shutters in this station were m 
reasonably good condition. A representation of the left side of B"5 is provided as Figure 19. 

The modifications to the interior of B"5 are similar to B"3, with several differences. The 
equipment pedestal was modified in the same manner, with the addition of a rectangular cement 
extension to the rear portion and the alteration of the mounting bolts. An electric light source 
was also added to this station with similar hardware as was used in B"3; however, the switch box 
was mounted on the right wall, near the ladder. The light fixture was mounted in the center of 
the ceiling. 

The left and rear walls of B"5 exhibit a number of differences when compared with B"3 
(Photographs 10 and 11). As noted above, the left one-half of the rear wall in B"5 juts some 6" 
beyond the limits that was found for this same area in the other stations. There were three holes 
drilled into the left rear comer of this BES. The lowest of the holes inlet a series of three, thick, 
lead encased wire bundles. Small openings in the lead casing revealed that the wires were bound 
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in a rough cotton fabric before the casing was placed over them. On the left wall, immediately 
adjacent to the wire bundles, are two metal circuit boxes. These boxes were mounted side by 
side and contain 51 pairs of circuits each. A wire outlets from the box on the left and runs to the 
middle of the three holes in the comer. It is also interesting that the scars or shadows on the left 
wall, beneath the two metal circuit boxes, is different than what was noted for this same area of 
wall in stations B"l, 3, or 6. This section of wall in B"5 is unpainted with the appearance that 
the originally mounted item covered a large and continuous surface, from just behind the slit 
terminus to the rear comer of the left wall. This unpainted area extends in the other direction, 
from the top of this wall to the floor. The condition of this area in the other stations is generally 
unaltered and painted white beginning approximately half way up the wall including the ceiling. 
The structure plan for this station indicates that a "Term. Box" was located on this wall. The 
assumption is that this was a terminal box of some sort. 

B"5 shares the pattern of mounted equipment on the front wall with the remaining stations (see 
Photograph 9). The outline of two, similarly sized and shaped rectangles are present on the right 
and left sides of the front wall. These locations correspond with the BES plans provided on the 
Report of Completed Works, which identifies the box on the left as the "Readers Line" and the 
marking on the right as the "Observers Line." This refers to the telephone connections between 
the stations and the batteries to which they were linked. 

The differences that are present in B"5 may be consistent with the use of this station as a transfer 
point for the other stations, in that the telephone wires ran from the five other stations to B"5 and 
then were routed from this station to their respective gun batteries. Excavation of the rear areas 
of these stations may provide information regarding the routing of wire between stations. Each 
of the stations has instructions for "2 pipe conduits" in the left rear comer, which appears to 
correspond to the entrance and exit of electric lines from these boxes. 

Base End Station (B"6) Farley 

BES Farley is the eastern most station in the White's Point series. This station is located on a 
bearing of S. 72° 44' at a distance of 375 feet east of station B"l. This station was attached to 
one of the 14" guns (Battery Farley) at Fort MacArthur and was named for Joseph P. Farley. At 
the commencement of the current project this station was partially buried and infilled with dirt. 
Photograph F-1 shows the station as it is believed to have looked during its original period of 
use. Photographs F-2 and F-3 provide views of the station after the infilled soil was removed 
and the walls were cleared of cover. Measured drawings of this station are provided as Figures 
20 and 21. 

The dimensions and features of this station are most similar with station B"2. BES Farley was 
not altered after its original World War I use period in any ways that are obvious. The walls of 
this structure are intact and the sandstone capping along the roof line is in excellent condition. 
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The wing wall on the west side of this structure is in fine shape and is the most extensive of the 
wing walls that were uncovered. The representation of this wall that is provided as 
Photograph 12 shows the remarkable work that went into creating this wall. The complimentary 
wall on the east site of B"6 is quite small in comparison and may.have been damaged prior to the 
commencement of this fieldwork; however, it appears that the east wall was never as extensive as 
the west wall on this station. 

Another feature that distinguishes B"6 from the other stations, with the exception of B"l, is the 
amount of exterior framing that was used to construct this station. As shown in Figure 20, there 
are the scars of three complete framing boards evident on the front wall. The profile view of this 
station, shown on Figure 21, also demonstrates the amount of area that was framed rather than 
trenched. These construction techniques suggest that the position of this structure relative to the 
other stations, did not allow the use of the natural slope for trenching, except for the lowest 
section of the walls. Consequently this station may have been more visible, as was noted for 
B"l, and the larger western wing wall was necessary to break-up the profile of the station. 

As was discussed in some detail above, the interior of B"6 is in perhaps the best shape of any of 
the other stations with the possible exception of BES 2, and appears to maintain a consistent 
appearance with the World War I design. With the exception of some small items of hardware 
on the walls (brackets, strap metal holder, mounting screws, and hook) the only items of 
substance left inside this station are on the floor (see Figures 14-17 and Photographs F-4 through 
F-8). The paint outlines indicate that there were few items mounted on the walls in the station 
and that the positions of the items follow the engineering drawings that are provided on the 
Report of Completed Works. 

The pedestal on the floor of B"6 is in excellent condition (Figure 22; see Photograph F-8). The 
mounting bolts with nuts are in place, a mounting ring is present on the top of the pedestal, and a 
second metal ring surrounding the pedestal is mounted on the floor. The upper metal ring is held 
in place with a series of six metal brackets. These brackets are screwed into the cement pedestal 
and attached to the inner face of the ring elevating the ring 4" from the pedestal. This station and 
B"2 are the only stations that retain these elements. As seen in B"2, this pair of metal rings 
supported the wooden bench that the observers sat upon to view through the instrument. 

The immediate plans are to move this station approximately 50 feet to the east and to restore the 
exterior to a World War I appearance. The station will be secured with a new hatch cover and 
lockable slit covers (Photograph 13). The bench that was recovered from B"2 could be installed 
in this station to add to the authenticity. The sandstone wing wall on the west and east sides of 
the station will be reconstructed to maintain an historically accurate appearance. This station 
will serve as an interpretive location for the local historical society and the Fort MacArthur 
Museum Foundation members. 
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Catalog of Archaeological Materials, CA-185-A 

Unless otherwise mentioned, all artifacts were recovered outside of the Base End Stations during hand excavation of 
overburden or during exposure of buried wall elements. 

1. Gun Outlet Box, Signal Corps. U.S. Army. This piece of hardware still has two lines of 3/4 inch 
flexible metallic conduit exiting from one of the bottom ports. Running through the conduit is 
cloth covered copper wires. It appears that the wire cover is black and orange and entirely 
encased in a lead covering. The outlet box is 8 114 inch by 5 1/2 inch with one entry port centered 
in the top and two exit ports in the bottom. There are two mounts present for fastening the outlet 
box to a wall. The outlet box was found in the interior of this structure. 

2. Two 30-06 cartridges were found inside B"l (Barlow). One of the cartridges has a crimped neck 
indicating it was a blank. It has "W, 3, 5, 7" stamped on the base. The brass case is 2 15/32 
inches. The neck case diameter of the head is 0.468 inches and the diameter of the mouth is 0.335 
inches. These cartridges were probably used in a M-1 Gerand rifle. The remnant of a M-1 
Gerand clip was recovered during excavations at B"3 (Leary). 

Logan, Herschel 

The 30-06 cartridge has been used since 1906 ("06"), through two world wars. It is the best 
known of any military cartridge. The Springfield rifle for which this ammunition was developed 
is still considered on of the finest and most accurate military rifle in the world (Logan 1959:117). 

1959 Cartridges: A Pictorial Digest of Small Arms Ammunition. Bonanza Books, New York. 
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Unless otherwise mentioned, all artifacts were recovered outside of the Base End Stations during hand excavation of 
overburden or during exposure of buried wall elements. 

Exterior Recovery 

1. 30-06 cartridge blank with the stamped markings of W 3,5,7. It was found during exterior hand 
excavation. 

2. A broken 6 inch long metal hook was located during exterior hand excavation. This hook was 
used to hold metal window covers open or lock closed. 

3. One small, four holed shell button. Wt. 0.3 grams, diameter is 3/8 inch, and the diameter of the 
holes is 1116 inch. It has a raised beveled lip around the edge that measures 1116 inch wide. 

4. Medium sized 4 holed shell button. Wt. 0.4 grams, diameter is 9/16 inches, and the hole diameter 
is 1116 inches. It has a 1/16 inch raised lip around the edge. 

5. Bos torus rib bone. Wt. 51.8 grams. 

6. Small shell fragment which appears to be Chione sp. Wt. 1.1 grams. 

7. "Man's" black comb. Black plastic with many missing teeth. 4 1/2 inches. 

8. 0.223 Blank cartridge. Markings are LC 5 6. Wt. 13.7 grams and is 2 9/16 inches long. 

9. 0.22 cartridge with U.S. stamped on base. 

10. Rusted tin can lid with plastic insert. Plastic insert is held in place with an aluminum rivet. 

11. Malleable iron pipe fittings with heavy iron wire welded to extension fitting. The extension fitting 
is threaded on the interior at both ends. The main iron pipe is threaded on the exterior at both 
ends. Wt. 820 grams. and the total length is 5 1/2 inches. Pipe diameter is not discernible, likely 
1 112 inch. 

12. Plastic I paint covered wood. No identification. Wt. 20.6 grams and it is 3 1/2 inches long. 
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13. Cut aluminum rod. Wt. 20.1 grams, 9 inches long, with a /4 inch diameter. 

14. Large mammal long bone, Bos torus. Left proximal radius, distal end missing due to butchering. 
435.4 grams. 

15. Aluminum wire. 1116 inch diameter. 38.1 grams. 

16. Rib bone from Bos torus. 23.2 grams. Diameter has not been determined. 

17. Glazed terra-cotta sewer pipe fragment. 

18. Faultless Golf Ball. "Lee Treveno MVP 4". 

19. Malleable iron pipe fitting. Both ends threaded. Wt. 40.7 grams, 1 112 inches long, 1 inch wide. 

20. Tin sanitary can bottom. 

21. 30-06 blank cartridge. 

22. 0.223 blank cartridge. 

23. Heavy duty door spring. 5/16 inch wire coil, wt. 92.0 grams. 

Interior Recovery 

24. One DPF operator's bench. This bench is in good condition, painted gray but paint is oxidizing 
and flaking off. Moving metal components such as wheels and bearings are rusted and 
inoperable, but in tact. 

25. One wooden crate for shipping metal lockers. The box is composed of multiple boards to achieve 
an overall size of approximately 6" by 24" by 76", the boards are 3/4" thick. There are multiple 
partial shipping codes and serial numbers stenciled onto the exterior of the crate. The destination 
is indicated as " 

26. Eight pieces of a painted frame for a window screen. This frame includes hanging hardware and 
has been painted a very dark green or black which has faded. The overall size is approximately 27 
112" by 54". 

27. Pieces of a wooden box. The exterior is painted red with yellow lettering which reads "FUZE
V. T." and "M-93". The overall size is approximately 14" by 7 112", the length could not be 
determined. The boards composing the box ends are 3/4" thick. 

28. One piece of automotive radiator hose 20 inches long having an inside diameter of 2 1/2 inches. 
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29. One piece of automotive radiator hose 12 inches long having an inside diameter of 2 1/4 inches .. 

30. One corroded head gasket to a straight-six- internal combustion motor. This is copper with a fiber 
jacket. 

31. Fragments of two roller shades for windows. Some impressions of the fabric are visible. 

32. Five assorted bone fragments from Bos torus including rib, tibia, and femur. These are considered 
large meat joints. 

33. One stove pipe damper. This item consists of a cast iron plate, and a steel spindle with a "cold" 
handle (Wellet 1966:1547). The markings on the plate are "GRISWOLD NEW AMERICAN 
ERIE PA., U.S.A. 4IN. 1424 PA1ENTS 2,149,565 - 2,090,605 - 2,090,604 - 2,118,752". 

34. Fragments of stove pipe were observed, but too corroded and brittle to be removed in tact. Five of 
these fragments were collected. 

35. One heavy gauge wire handle or bale. The ends have been bent inward toward each other. 

36. One filter basket. This is composed of a copper wire basket closed at one end and covered with 
heavy paper or cardboard. 

37. One paper tube with a metal cap pressed onto one end. The diameter is 2 1/2 inches, the height is 
approximately 3 inches. 

38. Six leather circlets. Their outside diameter is 1 1/4 inch. The hole diameter is 5/8 inch. These 
may be either hose gaskets or segments from a tool handle. 

39. Two large rubber gaskets or bushings. These measure 3 1/8 inches outside, 1 1/4 inches inside 
and are 5/16 inches thick. 

40. Three ceramic crock fragments. These are stoneware paste with an off white or cream glaze. 

41. One metal washer for a 112 inch bolt. 

42. One screen door hook, very corroded. Indications on the item suggest it would have had a spring 
loaded keeper to reduce accidental opening. 
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43. One small printed card stock box for a magneto. Wording on the box reads "MAGNETO" and 
the item found within was similar in appearance to a set of automotive points. 

44. Automotive magneto, very corroded. 

45. One textured plastic pouch or cover approximately 6 inches by 7 inches. 

46. One rusted metal bracket with a flange attached. 

47. Gasket material or shipping package for an automotive gasket. Wording on a partial label reads 
" ... NENTA. .. AUTOMOTIVE ... MUSKEGON, MIC ... M330UI02 GASKET ... EC. .. ". 

48. Assorted paper and plastic fragments. 

49. One rubberized fiber belt having a notched interior. The dimensions of this item are 33 1/4 inches 
inside by 1 inch wide and 3/4 inch thick. Raised wording in a panel reads "ORD. TYPE I" and 
below this is "ORD GRADE A". In an adjacent panel is additional raised print reading 
"DAYTON PAT. MAY 19, 1925 MADE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA". Each of 
these sets of wording are repeated three times and stacked vertically. This suggests the print was 
pressed onto a large roll of the material and cut to size after labeling. 

50. One electrical socket of the "Electrolier Push Through" type (Wellet 1966:967). This item is 
missing its metallic exterior, but the paper insulation, switch mechanism and a fragment of cord 
are present. 

51. One partial neck from a glass condiment bottle. This is machine formed of clear glass which has 
oxidized. 
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Unless otherwise mentioned, all artifacts were recovered outside of the Base End Stations during hand excavation of 
overburden or during exposure of buried wall elements. 

1. 30-06 blank cartridge. 

2. Rusted can lid. Probably an old paint can. 1 gallon size. 

3. Butchered Bos torus round steak bone. 27.1 grams. 

4. Wire nail. 

5. Rusted M-1 Gerand clip fragment. 

6. Flanged metal sleeve, with nails. 

7. 2 large nails. 

8. Assorted metal fragments nailed to wood. Found inside B"3. 

9. Large iron pipe fragment, part of station floor drain. Diameter has not been determined. 

10. Glazed terra-cotta sewer pipe fragment. Diameter has not been determined. 

11. Gun screwdriver bit. Six inches long and weighs 34.8 grams. 

12. Rusted metal bracket with clasp in center for attachment. Both ends were bent at 90 degrees with 
a slight outward flare. 
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Unless otherwise mentioned, all artifacts were recovered outside of the Base End Stations during hand excavation of 
overburden or during exposure of buried wall elements. 

l. A brass tube, purported to be from W.W. II radar equipment (X-band radar). 

2. Browers flat utility box cover. Five inches square, knock-out center hole has a 1/4 inch diameter. 

3. U.S. Army issue bug spray aerosol can with black electrical tape. 

4. Vitrified rubber hose fragment. The piece had been cut. 24.7 grams, 1 7/8 in long and has a 
diameter of 5/8 inches. 

5. Two pieces of heavy duty counter glass. 151.7 grams. 

6. Cut and threaded aluminum tubing. 

7. Plastic coated two strand wire. 

8. Tin sanitary can. Wt. 74.1 grams. Approximately 2 1/2 inches wide and 2 1/2 inches deep. 

9. Metal fragment. No further identification, possibly an angle bracket for a switch box. Wt. 6.5 
grams 

10. Copper wire. Wt. 5.9 grams. 

11. Cloth covered electric wiring. Possibly for a phone. 

12. Assorted metal rods. Possibly the framework for ducting. The wire is generally shaped in a 
square with overlapping ends. Size of the wire diameter varies between 1/4 to 1/2 inch. These 
may also be discarded or unused reinforcing rod. 
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Unless otherwise mentioned, all artifacts were recovered outside of the Base End Stations during hand excavation of 
overburden or during exposure of buried wall elements. 

Exterior Recovery 

l. Pipe ring or slip joint nut, usually chrome plated (Wellet 1966). Wt. 41.3 grams and is 1 1/2 
inches in diameter. 

2. Wallace stainless serving spoon with a repeated star burst pattern. Common household flatware. 

Interior Recovery 

3. One sink trap. 

4. 13 galvanized steel comer braces. 

5. Three threaded steel butt caps. "Drill cartridge base" "90 MM" ''Ml2" "S.S.S.1944". 

6. One pipe ring or slip joint nut, 1 1/2 inch. 

7. Two threaded steel stub outs, 1 1/2 inch. 

8. 3 porcelain insulators. "S.P. Co. S-29". 

9. One fragment of the steel hatch hinge strap. 

10. One porcelain insulator. "HUBBARD & CO. PAT.N0.2174723. 

11. One conical aluminum fitting, Flanges at narrow end. Closed and flanged at the wide end. 15 
inches long and 12 inches across the widest point. 

12. One steel stove pipe elbow. 5 inch diameter. 

13. Two, twenty-four inch sections of stove pipe. 

14. One partial steel can with handle "UNFIT FOOD CONTAINER" "CARTRIDGE ... O CARBINE 
SMALL M-1...CARTONS LOT LC 12771". In an ellipse is the word "CANCO" and below this 
"M6CAN". 

15. One aluminum flange. Milled and drilled, painted a military equipment green. "80016153G" and 
in a circle "RA 251" 

16. Two complete and two partial plastic tubes with threaded ends and three caps. One of the caps 
retains a rusted steel pin cast into the cap. 
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Interior Recovery (continued) 

17. Two rubber sink washers. 

18 One chrome plated brass plumbing sleeve. 
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19. Three pieces of one porcelain electrical fixture base. "660 W-250 V". This has a single hole at the 
center and two equidistant holes near the margins for affixing it to a surface. 

20. One, 6 oz. sanitary can for Orange Juice. "Contains 6 FL. OZ." 

21. One electrical junction box. This is steel and approximately four inches square. 

22. Three fragments of metal box bands 5/8 inch wide. 

23. Three electrical motor brushes with uncoated pigtails or wire leads including connectors. 

24. One glob of resin like substance. 

25. One glob of brittle resin like substance. 

26. One pigtail bracket. One end is threaded to screw into a wall anchor, the other is twisted to allow 
cords, etc. to be suspended from it. 

27. One fragment of a cardboard gasket. 

28. One, 1 1/2 inch round head wood screw. 

29. One, 16d common nail. 

30. One half of a small pair of steel scissors. 

31. Four pieces of corroded wire. 

32. One smoking pipe mouth piece, plastic. 

33. One fragment of scapula from Bos torus. 

34. One canvas and rubber shoe. 

35. One bucket bale with wooden grip. 

36. One piece of twisted three-strand cotton rope, with an eye sown into one end. 

37. Two pieces of twill pant leg. 

38. One piece of battlefield bandage. 
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Interior Recovery (continued) 

39. One piece of army green pants pocket. 
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40. Leather and fabric headband for a military helmet liner. 

41. Blue denim fabric. 

42. Dark gray cotton twill fabric. 

43. Fragments of the rubberized throat to an army field pack. "PACK, FIELD, COMBAT, M-1945". 
This includes much more printed instruction on the use of the field pack. 

44. One piece of army green braided cotton cord. 

45. One piece of cotton string. 

46. One cotton kitchen towel, green/tan with maroon stripes woven in. 

47. Assorted paper, cardboard, and paper box fragments, including an Archies magazine. Two pieces 
of a paper box retain printed information in blue ink. The boxes contained screen hangers· and 
were produced in Los Angeles. Within a blue rectangular border, centered, from top to bottom the 
box reads the following; "-lGROSS" "Screen Hangers" "BOWERS" "SCREEN HANGERS" 
"Packed with Nails and Screws" "MANUFACTURED BY BOWERS MANUFACTURING CO." 
"6700 Avalon Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif." 

48. Multiple fragments of a wooden box. ''WT.-71" "NO. -C-3;4". "NO.-C-34". "BOX CONTAINS 
20EA.". 

49. One military style wooden tent peg. 

50. One military style wooden crate end, with rope handle. 

51. Assorted small pieces of milled lumber. 

Wellet, James E. 

1966 California Hardware Company, Catalog 17. Times-Mirror Press, Los Angeles, California. 



Figure 1 
Project Location on 
U.S.G.S. 7.5 Minute Topographic Map, 
San Pedro , California 
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Figure 2 f 
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Figure 5 
Idealized Representation of the Relationship 
of Base End Stations with the Gun Battery 
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Figure 6 
Historic Map of Relative Positions 
of the Base End Stations for Batteries Saxton, 
Barlow, Osgood, Farley, Leary, and Merrian 
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Figure 7 
Base End Station B"l(Barlow) 
Front (South Elevation) 
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Figure 8 
Base End Station B"l(Barlow) 
L:eft Side (East Elevation) 
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Figure 9 
Base End Station B "2 (Saxton) 
Plan View (Top Exterior) 
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Figure 10 
Base End Station B "2 (Saxton) 
Front (South Elevation) 
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Figure 11 
Base End Station B "2 (Saxton) 
Left Side (East Elevation) 
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Figure 12 
Base End Station B"3 (Leary) 
Front (South Elevation) 
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Figure 13 
Base End Station B"3 (Leary) 
Left Side (East Elevation) 
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Figure 15 
Base End Station B"6 (Farley) 
Left Side (Interior) 
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Figure 16 White's Point Reservation, 
Base End Stations Base End Station B"6 (Farley) HAER No. CA-185 
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Figure 17 White's Point Reservation, 

Base End Station B"6 (Farley) Base End Stations 

Right Side (Interior) 
HAER No. CA-185 
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Figure 18 
Base End Station B"5 (Osgood) 
Front Exterior (South Elevation) 
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Figure 19 
Base End Station B"5 (Osgood) 
Left Side Exterior (East Elevation) 
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Figure 20 
Base End Station B "6 (Farley) 
Front Exterior (South Elevation) 
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Figure 21 
Base End Station B"6 (Farley) 
Left Side Exterior (East Elevation) 
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Figure 22 
Base End Station B"6 (Farley) 
Floor and Instrument Pedestal 
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